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We report the first measurements of the E beam-target helicity asymmetry for the γ n → K 0  and K 0  0
channels in the energy range 1.70  W  2.34 GeV. The CLAS system at Jefferson Lab uses a circularly
polarized photon beam and a target consisting of longitudinally polarized solid molecular hydrogen deuteride
with low background contamination for the measurements. The multivariate analysis method boosted decision
trees is used to isolate the reactions of interest. Comparisons with predictions from the KaonMAID, SAID, and
Bonn-Gatchina models are presented. These results will help separate the isospin I = 0 and I = 1 photocoupling
transition amplitudes in pseudoscalar meson photoproduction.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.98.045205

I. INTRODUCTION

An accurate description of excited nucleons and their
interaction with probes such as photons at GeV energies
has remained elusive for decades. The standard model [1,2]
underpins the structure of the nucleons and their excitations,
but in the low-energy nonperturbative regime, competing
semiphenomenological models of specific reaction dynamics
are all that are available. Present-day lattice QCD calculations [3,4] and quark models [5–10] predict a richer baryon
spectrum than experimentally observed [11–13]: the so-called
missing resonance problem. There are theoretical approaches
to the nucleon resonance spectrum that predict that some
quark-model states do not exist, including models with quasistable diquarks [14], AdS/QCD string-based models [15],
and “molecular” models in which some baryon resonances are
dynamically generated from the unitarized interaction among
ground-state baryons and mesons [16]. But finding such miss-
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ing states may in part be an experimental problem: high-mass
nucleon resonances may couple weakly to π N and may thus
have escaped detection in the analysis of π N elastic scattering
experiments. Further, they are wide and overlapping, and
partial-wave analysis (PWA) of reaction data for specific final
states remains difficult due to channel-coupling effects and
insufficient experimental constraints. The experimental results
discussed here represent one step in the direction of adding
constraints to the hyperon photoproduction database, which
ultimately impacts models for nucleon excitations.
Cross-section measurements alone are not enough to constrain PWA models of meson production amplitudes. Polarization observables related to the spins of the beam photons,
target, and recoiling baryons are also needed. Photoproduction of pseudoscalar mesons is governed by four complex
amplitudes that lead to an interaction cross sections and 15
spin observables [17–23]. A mathematically complete experiment would require data, with negligible uncertainties, on a
minimum of eight well-chosen observables at each center-of
mass (c.m.) energy, W, and meson polar angle, cos θc.m. . In
practice, with realistically achievable uncertainties, measurements of many more are needed to select between competing partial-wave solutions, and even knowledge of the sign
of an asymmetry can provide valuable discrimination [22].
Furthermore, avoiding ambiguities in PWA solutions requires
measurements of observables from each spin configuration
of the three combinations of beam-target, target-recoil, and
beam-recoil polarization [22,23].
Furthermore, while isospin I = 3/2 transitions (∗ excitations) can be studied with proton target data alone, both
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proton- and neutron-target observables are necessary to study
I = 1/2 transitions and isolate the separate γpN ∗ proton
and γ nN ∗ neutron photo-couplings [24]. Information from
neutron targets is comparatively scarce [25], particularly in
the hyperon channels [26,27], which is why the present measurement is of value. Furthermore, the hyperon photoproduction channels γ N → K( 0 ) are attractive for analysis
for two reasons. First, the threshold for two-body hyperon
final states is at W  1.6 GeV, above which lie numerous
poorly known resonances. Two-body strange decay modes,
rather than cascading nonstrange many-body decays, may
be easier to interpret. Second, the hyperon channels give
easy access to recoil polarization observables on account of
their self-analyzing weak decays. While the present work
does not involve measurement of hyperon polarizations, previous work has shown the benefit of using such information to extract properties of higher-mass nucleon resonances
[28–35]. Thus, pursuing “complete” amplitude information in
the hyperon photoproduction channels can be complimentary
to the analogous quest in, say, pion photoproduction.
In this article, we present first-time measurements of the
beam-target observable E on a longitudinally polarized neutron bound in deuterium in the quasi-free reaction γ n(p) →
K 0 Y (p). The helicity asymmetry E is formally defined as
the normalized difference in photoproduction yield between
antiparallel (σ A ) and parallel (σ P ) configurations, i.e., settings
where the incident photon beam polarization is antialigned or
aligned, respectively, with the longitudinal polarization of the
target. Following Refs. [18] and [22], write
E=

σA − σP
.
σA + σP

(1)

This helicity asymmetry, E, is related to the cross section by

 

dσ
dσ
(1 − PT P E),
=
(2)
d
d 0
where (dσ/d)0 is the differential cross section averaged
over initial spin states and summed over the final states, and
PT and P are the target longitudinal and beam circular
polarizations, respectively.
The asymmetry results obtained are compared with several
model predictions. The first is a single-channel effective Lagrangian approach, KaonMAID [36,37], with parameter constraints largely imposed from SU(6). Without experimental
constraints on the N ∗ K 0 and γ nN ∗ vertices, the reaction
of interest is difficult to model accurately. The second model
giving predictions for the present results is the data description
given by SAID [38,39]. In general, SAID is more up to
date than KaonMAID; for the present reaction channels the
SAID predictions are a polynomial fit to all available data
before 2008, assuming that final-state interactions for these
polarization observables can be neglected [40]. The third
comparison is made to the multichannel K-matrix formalism
of the Bonn-Gatchina [41] group, which is the most up to
date, being constrained by recent first-time measurements [26]
of the differential cross section for the reaction γ n(p) →
K 0 (p) [with (p) as the spectator proton].

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The experiment was performed at the Thomas Jefferson
National Accelerator Facility (JLab) using the CEBAF Large
Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS) [42]. This setup has been
used for several studies of K + photoproduction of hyperonic
final states on a proton target [29–31,33,34,43–45] and on an
effective neutron (deuteron) target [26,27]. The present results
stem from the so-called “g14” run period between December
2011 and May 2012, from which nonstrange results have
been previously reported [46]. The CEBAF accelerator provided longitudinally polarized electron beams with energies
of Ee = 2.281, 2.257, and 2.541 GeV, and an average electron
beam polarization for the present study of Pe = 0.82 ± 0.04,
which was measured routinely by the Hall-B Möller polarimeter [47]. The electron beam helicity was pseudorandomly
flipped between +1 and −1 at a 960-Hz flip rate. The electron
beam was incident on the thin gold radiator of the Hall-B
Tagger system [48] and produced circularly polarized tagged
photons. The polarization of the photons was determined
using the Maximon and Olsen formula [49]
P = Pe

4k − k 2
,
4 − 4k + 3k 2

(3)

where P and Pe are the photon and electron polarizations,
respectively, and k = Eγ /Ee is the ratio between the photon
energy and the electron beam energy.
A 5-cm-long solid target of hydrogen deuteride (HD) was
used in the experiment [50,51]. It achieved vector polarizations of 25%–30% for deuterons, i.e., for bound neutrons
in the deuteron with relaxation times of about a year. The
polarized target was held at the center of CLAS using an
in-beam cryostat that produced a 0.9-T holding field and
operated at 50 mK. The target polarization was monitored
using nuclear magnetic resonance measurements [50]. The
orientation of the target longitudinal polarization direction
was inverted between periods of data taking, either parallel
or antiparallel to the direction of the incoming photon beam.
Background events from the unpolarizable target wall material
and aluminum cooling wires [51] were removed using emptytarget data, as discussed in Secs. III A and III B.
The specific reaction channel for this discussion came from
events of the type γ d → π + π − π − p(X) using a readout trigger requiring a minimum of two charged particles in different
CLAS sectors. After particle identification we required the
“spectator,” X, to be an undetected low-momentum proton
and possibly a photon, via the missing mass technique, as explained in the next section. In order to determine the E asymmetry experimentally, the event yields in a given kinematic
bin of W and kaon center-of-mass angle were obtained by
counting events with total c.m. helicity h = 3/2 (laboratoryframe antiparallel configuration), called NA , and events with
h = 1/2 (laboratory-frame parallel configuration), called NP ,
respectively. The E observable was then computed as


NA − NP
1
,
(4)
E=
PT · P NA + NP
where PT and P are the run-averaged target and beam
polarizations, respectively.
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III. DATA ANALYSIS

The performance of the system was extensively studied
for a reaction with much higher count rates than the present
one. The nonstrange reaction γ d → π − p(X) was investigated using many of the same analysis steps and methods
discussed in this article to extract the E observable for γ n →
π − p [46]. The analysis steps outlined below were all tested
on that reaction. In particular, the boosted decision tree (BDT)
selection procedure [52,53] used below was validated against
alternative “cut-based” and kinematic fit methods, with the
result that the BDT procedure resulted in ∼30% larger yields
of signal events and therefore gave better statistical precision
on the final E asymmetry.
A. Particle identification

For this particular analysis, we required that every selected
event consists of at least two positive tracks and two negative
tracks with associated photon tagger hits [48]. The CLAS
detector system determined the path length, the charge type,
the momentum and the flight time for each track [54–56].
→
For each track of momentum −
p , we compared the measured
time of flight, TOFm , to a hadron’s expected time of flight,
TOFh , for a pion and proton of identical momentum and
path length. CLAS-standard cuts were placed on the difference between the measured and the expected time of flight,
TOF = TOFm − TOFh . We selected events for which the
two positively charged particles were the proton and π + , and
the two negatively charged were both π − . Well-established
CLAS fiducial cuts were applied to select events with good
spatial reconstruction.
Events originating from unpolarized target material—
aluminum cooling wires and polychlorotrifluoroethylene
(pCTFE)—dilute E and must be taken into account. A period
of data taking was dedicated to an empty target cell in which
the HD material was not present. This set of data was used to
study and remove the bulk of the target material background
on the basis of a loose missing mass cut. Figure 1 shows
the resulting reconstructed reaction vertex for four-track data
along the beam line both for a full target and for an empty
target scaled to match the counts in several downstream target
foils. The full-to-empty ratio of about 3.3:1 in the target region
was important in selecting the optimal BDT cut discussed
below.
Figure 2 shows the resulting target-full missing mass distribution for spectator X in γ d → π − π + π − p(X), after these
cuts. A clear peak corresponding to the spectator proton is
seen at point 1 for events that produced a  particle. A
loose cut was applied to reject events with a missing mass
larger than 1.4 GeV/c2 at point 4 because of the presence of
 0 → π − p(γ ) events. These have a 73-MeV photon in the
final state in addition to the proton, and the distribution peaks
at point 2 and has a kinematic tail to about point 3.
B. K 0 Y event selection using BDT analysis

Because of the small reaction cross section in this experiment, a method was needed to optimally isolate the events of
interest with minimal statistics loss. The multivariate analysis

FIG. 1. The open histogram shows the vertex distribution of
events along the beam line for a full target. Dashed red lines show
the nominal target boundaries. The peaks at z > 0 are from targetindependent foils in the cryostat; the positions of two are highlighted
with dotted blue lines [50]. The filled histogram shows the scaled
target-empty background distribution.

tool called the boosted decision tree approach was used to
select the exclusive events of interest in this study. Three steps
were needed to achieve this result. The first BDT was created
to select events from both the γ d → π − π + π − p(pS ) and the
γ d → π − π + π − p(pS γ ) final states, consistent with quasifree
production from a deuteron. This was to reject target-material
background and events with a high missing momentum of
the undetected spectator nucleon, pS . The second BDT was
created to remove the nonstrange pionic background with the
same final states, that is, to pick out events with  and  0
intermediate-state particles. The third BDT was to separate
the K 0  and K 0 Σ 0 events.

FIG. 2. The missing mass distribution, γ d → π − π + π − pX, after PID cuts showing the dominant spectator proton peak at “1.”
The magenta line at “4” indicates a loose event rejection for mX >
1.4 GeV/c2 . This rejects unambiguous background but keeps  0 →
π − p(γ ) events in which both a proton and a photon are missing
between “2” and “3.” (See text.)
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FIG. 3. Reconstructed distribution of the reaction vertex along
the beam line showing target-full events in the top histogram (blue)
after loose K 0 Y 0 selection and the missing mass cut shown in
Fig. 2. Events selected by the first BDT are shown in the middle
histogram (red), and rejected events in the bottom histogram (black).
The magenta line indicates a loose cut to reject unambiguous targetmaterial background.

This BDT algorithm is more efficient than a simple “cut”
method in both rejecting background and keeping signal
events [53,57]. The method builds a “forest” of distinct decision trees that are linked together by a boosting mechanism.
Each decision tree constitutes a disjunction of logical conjunctions (i.e., a graphical representation of a set of if-then-else
rules). Thus, the entire reaction phase-space is considered by
every decision tree. Before employing the BDT for signal
and background classification, the BDT algorithm needs to
be constructed (or trained) with training data—wherein the
category of every event is definitively known. We used the
ROOT implementation of the BDT algorithm [58]. Every
event processed by the constructed BDT algorithm is assigned
a value of between −1 and +1 that quantifies how likely the
processed event is a background event (closer to −1) or a
signal event (closer to +1). An
√ optimal cut on the BDT output
is chosen to maximize the S/ S + B ratio, where S and B are
the estimations, based on training data, of the initial number
of signal and background events, respectively.
The initial assignment of the π − particles to either K 0 or 
decay was studied with Monte Carlo simulation, and a loose
selection based on invariant masses was made. Specific details
of these cuts are given in Ref. [57].
The first BDT was trained using real empty-target data
for the background training. A signal Monte Carlo simulating quasifree hyperon production on the neutron was used
for signal training data. The momentum distribution of the
spectator proton, ps , followed the Hulthèn potential [59,60]
for the deuteron. Based on this training,√an optimal BDT cut
that maximized the estimated initial S/ S + B ratio was selected. Figure 3 shows the total (blue histogram) and rejected
(black histogram) events by the first BDT cut. In comparing
Figs. 1 and 3, two items should be noted. First, the BDT
was trained to remove target-material background events with
missing momentum not consistent with a Hulthèn distribution.

FIG. 4. Invariant π− p mass (top) and invariant πK−0 π + mass
(bottom) after target material background rejection by the first BDT
cut. Black histograms show events rejected by the second BDT cut.
Fits of the sum (red curve) of a Breit-Wigner line-shape (blue curve)
and a third-order polynomial (black curve) are shown. The fits aid the
discussion in the text but were not used in the subsequent analysis.

Second, the BDT background-rejection efficiency was not
perfect, leaving some target-material background events that
were removed in a subsequent step (Sec. III C). We then
rejected events with z > −2 cm on the reaction vertex to
remove remaining unambiguous background events due to
various cryostat foils.
The second-step BDT was trained using a four-body phasespace γ d → π − π + π − p(pS ) simulation as background training data and the γ d → K 0 (pS ) simulation as signal training
data. There were two negative pions in each event: one from
the decay of the K 0 and one from the decay of the hyperon.
The goal of the BDT analysis was to use the available
correlations among all particles to sort the pions correctly
and to select events with decaying strange particles. The
main training variables at this stage of the analysis included
the 3-momenta of all the particles and the detached decay
vertices of the K 0 s and the hyperons. After the optimized
BDT cut was placed, Fig. 4 shows the total (red histogram)
and rejected (black histogram) events after this second BDT
analysis step. The efficiency of the second BDT was less than
100%, thus, there are remaining target background events in
the selected data sample. The dips near the signal maxima in
the background spectra show that the background is slightly
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FIG. 5. Distributions of missing mass from the reconstructed K 0 , γ n → πK−0 π + X for simulation data, assuming that the target is an at-rest
neutron. Left: The magenta histogram represents events with correct K 0  classification, while the cyan histogram represents events with the
wrong K 0  0 classification. Right: The cyan histogram represents events with the correct K 0  0 classification, while the magenta histogram
represents events with the wrong K 0  classification.

undersubtracted. This issue is discussed and corrected below.
A fit with a Breit-Wigner line shape and a polynomial was
used to estimate that the strange-to-nonstrange ratio of events
in the data set at this stage was about 2.3:1 in the peak regions.
For the final task, separating the K 0  and K 0 Σ 0 channels,
the third BDT was trained using γ d → K 0  0 (pS ) simulation
as “background” training data and γ d → K 0 (pS ) simulation as “signal” training data. Note that the term background used here is just for semantic convenience, since both
channels were retained after applying the third optimized
BDT cut. Figure 5 shows in the left [right] histogram the
classification success of the third BDT on γ d → K 0 (pS )
[γ d → K 0  0 (pS )] simulation data. The histograms reveal
that a small number of K 0  events would be misclassified
as K 0 Σ 0 events, and vice versa. In the next section, the
correction for the contamination on both final data sets is
discussed. Figure 6 shows the separation result from the third
BDT on real data.

first two BDT selections; then YBDT can be partitioned into

 K0Y
0
K0Y
YBDT = (1 + R NS )Y K Y = (1 + R NS ) YHD
, (5)
+ YTGT
0

since Y K Y also comprises events from the remaining targetmaterial background and the bound signal events. If we further
K0Y
K0Y
allow YTGT
/YHD
= N remain /N HD = R TGT , then YBDT can
finally be expressed as
0

K Y
YBDT = (1 + R NS )(1 + R TGT )YHD

(6)

K Y
YHD
= (1 + R NS )−1 (1 + R TGT )−1 YBDT .

(7)

or
0

K 
K 
These relations should remain valid for both YBDT
and YBDT
,
0
0 0
which are the K  and K  signal events from bound
0

Counts

The E asymmetry values for both target-material and
nonstrange background events were statistically consistent
with 0 [57]; therefore, we implemented an approximation
procedure to correct for the dilution effect from the remaining background. We estimated two ratios: one for the
remaining fraction of target background (TGT), R TGT , and
one for the fraction of remaining nonstrange (NS) finalstate events mixed with the hyperon events, R NS . We write
0
R TGT = N remain /N HD and R NS = Y remain /Y K Y . N remain and
N HD are the estimated number of remaining target-material
background events and true deuteron events after the first BDT
0
and z = −2 cm vertex cuts, respectively. Y remain and Y K Y are
the estimated number of remaining nonstrange and true K 0 Y
events after the second BDT cut, respectively. Next, let YBDT
be the number of events that passed the z-vertex cut and the

0

Real Data

300

C. Corrections for remaining backgrounds
and asymmetry calculation

0

200

100

0

0.8

1

1.2

Missing Mass Off

π-K0π+

1.4

1.6
2

(GeV/c )

FIG. 6. Distribution of missing mass from the reconstructed K 0 ,
γ n → πK−0 π + X for real data, assuming that the target is an at-rest
neutron, after rejecting nonhyperon background by the second BDT
cut. The magenta (cyan) histogram was classified as K 0  (K 0  0 )
using the third BDT selection step.
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neutrons, respectively. The backgrounds that leak through
the BDT filters will be helicity independent and will be
subtracted in the numerator of Eq. (4). Using Eq. (7) to correct
the summed yields in the denominator gives the corrected
asymmetry as
0

0

K Y
K Y
Ecorrected
= (1 + R NS ) × (1 + R TGT )EBDT
,
0

(8)

0

K Y
K Y
P
where EBDT
is obtained from YBDT
(or, more exactly, YBDT
A
and YBDT
of the K 0 Y parallel and antiparallel subsets). From
the simulations we found average values of R TGT and R NS
of 0.09 and 0.17, respectively, with some dependence on the
specific run period.
Next we discuss a correction for the third BDT classification result. Recall that the third BDT selection separates the
true signal K 0 Y events into two subsets: one is mostly K 0 
events, and the other is mostly K 0 Σ 0 . If we denote NBDT
and NBDT
as the number of events the third BDT identified
0
0
as K  and K 0 Σ 0 events, respectively, then we have the
expressions

NBDT = ω Ntrue + (1 − ω 0 )Ntrue
0 ,

(9)

= (1 − ω )Ntrue + ω 0 Ntrue
NBDT
0
0 ,

(10)

where ω and ω 0 are the fractions of events correctly identified; these values were estimated based on simulation data.
After rearrangement, we arrive at the expressions

−1
(1 − ω 0 )
(1 − ω )
Ntrue = ω −
ω 0


(1 − ω 0 ) BDT
BDT
× N −
N 0 ,
ω 0

−1
(1 − ω )
true
N 0 = ω 0 −
(1 − ω 0 )
ω


(1 − ω ) BDT
.
× NBDT
−
N
0

ω

(11)

can be estimated as Pn = Pd (1 − 23 PD ), where Pn and Pd
are neutron and deuteron polarizations, respectively, and PD
denotes the deuteron D-state probability. The latter is not
strictly an observable and needs only to be treated consistently
within a given N N potential. Following Ref. [61], we take the
D-state contribution averaged over a range of N N potentials
as about 5%, which implies that the neutron polarization is
92.5% of the deuteron polarization, or a 7.5% dilution factor.
D. Systematic uncertainties

We implemented four systematic studies to quantify the
robustness of the trained BDT algorithms and the sensitivity
of our results on the correction procedures introduced in the
previous section. Two tests studied the effect of loosening the
first and the second BDT cuts, respectively. One test focused
on the sensitivity of the E results on the third correction—the
correction procedure that was implemented to “purify” the
final selected K 0  0 (K 0 ) sample. Finally, we reduced
the beam and target polarizations by one standard deviation
of their respective total uncertainties (statistical and systematic) to study the changes in the E results.
Finally, we note a complication that could occur when
summing  yields to create the E asymmetries. The relative
angular distribution between the π − and the p that are used to
reconstruct a  carries information on the recoil polarization
of the latter. When summed over azimuthal angles, this information is lost. However, limitations in detector acceptance
could result in incomplete integration, which in principle
could introduce into Eq. (2) a dependence on six additional
observables [22]. The gaps in CLAS acceptance are modest,
and due to the lower than expected production cross sections,
the data below are presented in broad kinematic bins, which
tends to dilute such effects. On the scale of our statistical
uncertainties, such corrections are expected to be negligible
and we have not attempted to correct for them.

(12)

The corrected E asymmetry was obtained using the derived Ntrue and Ntrue
0 by using Eq. (4). From the simulations
we found average values of ωY of 0.87 and 0.91 for  and  0
events, respectively.
The neutron polarization in the deuteron is smaller than the
deuteron polarization because the deuteron wave function has,
in addition to an S-wave component, a D-wave component
in which the spin of the neutron need not be aligned with
the deuteron spin. This was studied using data for the γ n →
π − p reaction and reported in our previous publication [46].
It was found that for spectator recoil momenta of less than
100 MeV/c the correction was negligible. Had we cut on the
recoil momentum at 200 MeV/c rather than 100 MeV/c, a
measured dilution factor of (8.6 ± 0.1)% would have been
necessary for the nonstrange channel. But different reaction
channels may exhibit different sensitivities to the recoil momentum. For the reaction under discussion here we could not
afford the statistical loss by cutting on the recoil momentum,
and we elected to make a conservative correction based on the
general considerations in Ref. [61]. The neutron polarization

IV. RESULTS

We present here the results for the E asymmetry in two
W energy bins. The lower bin is from 1.70 to 2.02 GeV and
denoted W1 , while the higher bin is from 2.02 to 2.34 GeV and
referred to as W2 . Due to small cross sections for K 0 Y photoproduction, and to detector inefficiencies that are amplified
by the required identification of four charged particles, our
statistics are sufficient for only three bins in the K 0 centerof-mass production angle. The measurements for the γ n →
K 0  reaction are plotted together with predictions from the
KaonMAID, SAID, and Bonn-Gatchina (BnGa) models in
Fig. 7. The data show that the K 0  asymmetry is largely
positive below 2 GeV and mostly negative above 2 GeV,
without more discernible trends. Values of E must approach
+1 at cos θKc.m.
→ ±1 to conserve angular momentum. Thus,
0
the values for E in bin W2 must change rather rapidly near the
extreme angles.
For comparison, the PWA combines results from many
experiments at different energies, and this results in varying
degrees of sensitivity to energy and angle. This is illustrated
in Fig. 7 by the SAID and BnGa PWA predictions at the
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FIG. 7. Helicity asymmetry E for the K 0  final state (with
combined statistical and systematic uncertainties) vs cos θK 0 . The
asymmetries are shown with the neutron-target theoretical models
KaonMaid [36] (dashed red curve) and SAID [38] (dot-dashed blue
curve) and Bonn-Gatchina [32,41] (solid black curve). Because of
the 0.32-GeV-wide W bins, each model is represented by two curves,
computed at the bin endpoint W values, as labeled.

limits of the energy bins. None of the models were tuned to
these results; that is, the models are all predictions based on
fits to previously published data on other observables. First,
one observes that the data are not statistically strong enough
to strongly discriminate among the models. In the lower W
bin all three models can be said to agree with the data. In the
higher W bin the SAID model may be slightly favored by the
data among the three.
The results for the γ n → K 0  0 channel are plotted in
Fig. 8, together with model predictions from SAID and KaonMAID. In contrast to the K 0  channel at lower W , here
the data hint at less positive values for E. In the bin for W
above 2 GeV, the data are also consistent with 0 for K 0  0 ,
whereas the K 0  data tended to be negative. In fact, the
K 0  0 asymmetry is consistent with 0 in all available bins.
The model comparisons show that the KaonMAID prediction
for the K 0  0 channel in the higher W bin are probably not
consistent with the data, while the SAID result is consistent
with the data. For the K 0  0 case we do not have predictions
from the Bonn-Gatchina model because the unpolarized differential cross section has not been measured yet, and without
it the model does not have a prediction available.
In order to show one other comparison between data and
theory, we plot some of the present results for a neutron target
together with the model predictions for the K +  reaction on a
proton target in Fig. 9. This is intended to show the difference
in the model predictions on the proton versus the neutron.
One sees how different the three model predictions are for
protons versus neutrons. One notes that the predictions for
the proton-target calculations all tend to be closer to the new
data we are presenting for a neutron target. This suggests that
calculations of the E observable for a neutron target can be

FIG. 8. Helicity asymmetry E for the K 0  0 final state (with
combined statistical and systematic uncertainties) vs cos θK 0 for two
0.32-GeV-wide energy bands in W , as labeled. Model curves are as
in Fig. 7.

improved. Thus, we may expect these present results to have
some impact on the further development of these models.
So far unpublished CLAS results for the corresponding
reaction γp → K +  have higher statistics and finer energy
bins than the present results (since the identification of this
final state requires the detection of fewer particles). The
present K 0  results are, within our uncertainties, similar to
the K +  asymmetries in Ref. [62]. The numerical values of

FIG. 9. Helicity asymmetry E for the K final state vs cos θK 0
for energy band W2 . Left: Data from Fig. 7 together with model
predictions for a neutron target. Right: Model calculations for the
K +  reaction on a proton target, as computed using KaonMaid [36]
(dashed red curve), SAID [38] (dot-dashed blue curve) and BonnGatchina [32,41] (solid and dashed black curves). Curves on the right
are closer to the (reaction-mismatched) data shown on the left.
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TABLE I. Numerical values of the E asymmetry measurements for the K 0 /K 0  0 channels. The uncertainties are statistical and
systematic, respectively. Center-of-mass energy ranges are 1.70 < W1 < 2.02 GeV and 2.02 < W2 < 2.34 GeV.
cos θK 0
−0.6

0.0

+0.6

−0.144 ± 0.436 ± 0.098
−0.263 ± 0.618 ± 0.101

1.066 ± 0.419 ± 0.231
−0.648 ± 0.464 ± 0.136

K 0
W1
W2

0.834 ± 0.499 ± 0.287
−0.533 ± 0.752 ± 0.345

K 00
W1
W2

−0.110 ± 0.723 ± 0.406
−0.471 ± 0.446 ± 0.391

0.581 ± 0.539 ± 0.144
0.0002 ± 0.317 ± 0.150

the measured K 0  and K 0  0 E asymmetries, together with
their statistical and systematic uncertainties, are reported in
Table I.
V. CONCLUSIONS

−0.319 ± 0.541 ± 0.460
0.054 ± 0.281 ± 0.065

At present, multipole analyses for K 0 Y channels are
severely limited by the available data. Higher statistical data
on these channels for a number of other polarization observables, from a much longer (unpolarized) target, have been
collected during the g13 running period with CLAS and are
under analysis. A greater number of different polarization
observables is generally more effective than precision at determining the photoproduction amplitude [22]. When these g13
results become available, the present data on the beam-target
E asymmetry are likely to have a larger impact.

We have reported the first set of E asymmetry measurements for the reaction γ d → K 0 Y (ps ) for 1.70 GeV 
W  2.34 GeV. In particular, we have described the threestep BDT-based analysis method developed to select a clean
sample of pπ + π − π − with intermediate hyperons. We have
plotted the E asymmetry as a function of cos θKc.m.
0 . Several
systematic uncertainty tests led to the conclusion that statistical uncertainties dominated the final results. The numerical
values of the measured E asymmetries and their statistical and
systematic uncertainties are reported in Table I.
Evidently, this analysis is limited by the small cross sections of the channels of interest, leading to large uncertainties
in the measurements of the E asymmetry. At present, comparison with several models makes no decisive selections among
the model approaches. Overall, the BnGa predictions are of
a quality similar to that of the SAID predictions. The KaonMAID predictions for both channels seem less successful.
Among all three model comparisons, the distinction between
proton- and neutron-target predictions are differentiated by
the data: The proton-target predictions compare better than
the neutron-target predictions with the experimental results. In
principle, this information is valuable since it hints at the necessary isospin decomposition of the hyperon photoproduction
mechanism.
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